AGENDA
API COMMITTEE ON PETROLEUM MEASUREMENT
CHAPTER 7 WORKING GROUP
TEMPERATURE DETERMINATION
October 15, 2019
Westminster, Westminster Colorado

ANNE BRACKETT, Chairman

1. OPENING & INTRODUCTIONS
   Antitrust information
   Anne Brackett

2. REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA
   Anne Brackett

3. REVIEW & APPROVAL OF DALLAS MINUTES
   Anne Brackett

4. UPDATE ON ALTERNATIVES & FURTHER WORK
   Tom Patrick

5. DISCUSSION ITEMS
   Anne Brackett
   a. Status of Chapters
      1. 7.1 Liquid-in-Glass Thermometers
         2nd Edition August 2017
      2. 7.2 Portable Electronic Thermometers
         3rd Edition. May 2018
      3. 7.3 Fixed Automatic Tank Measurement
         2nd Edition Reaffirmed December 2016
      4. 7.4 Dynamic Temperature Measurement
         2nd Edition January 2018
      5. 7.5 Automatic Tank Temperature Measurement Onboard Vessels Carrying Refrigerated Hydrocarbon and Chemical Gas Fluids. Ballot report
         Sally Goodson

6. The next meeting will be in Dallas in March 2020
   Anne Brackett

7. NEW BUSINESS
   Anne Brackett

7. ADJOURNMENT
   Anne Brackett